The FOMI Board of Trustees headed by President Doming Lagman paid a courtesy visit to MIT President Dr. Reynaldo Vea on Thursday, June 16, 2016. Pres. Lagman introduced the 2016-17 Board to Pres. Vea and gave a brief report on FOMI’s Theme this year: “Leadership, Service, and Fellowship for Nationbuilding”. Immediate Past President Rod Silvestre also appraised Pres. Vea about FOMI’s Pedestrian Suspension Bridge Project at Sitio Casili in San Rafael, Rodriguez, Rizal. Dr. Vea on his part confirmed MIT’s “strong aspiration to provide its students a state-of-the-art, cutting-edge education”. He cited the School’s numerous projects in digital advancement, Internet of Things and many other researches and development. He also assured FOMI of his support.

During a courtesy visit of FOMI Board on Tuesday, June 28, 2016 at his Solar Entertainment office, FOMI Adviser and 2012-13 President Wilson Tieng pledged to continue supporting the Foundation and its projects. President Doming Lagman thanked Adviser Tieng for his generous help to FOMI since 2012. The visit actually turned out to be a sort of reunion with his colleagues at FOMI.

The Foundation of Outstanding Mapuans Inc. (FOMI) is a creation of National Association of Mapua Alumni (NAMA), it is but natural that FOMI always cooperates with NAMA and vice versa. A delegation of FOMI officers and advisers rendered a courtesy visit to 2015-16 NAMA President Jimmy Cancio at his new office at JF Cancio and Associates, Antel Global Corporate Center, Pasig. He pledged to support FOMI President Doming Lagman and his Board for their projects.